of Traffic Information
Introduction
An Air Traffic Management (ATM) operation is a set of actions whose goal is to achieve a desired outcome within an air traffic flow. Examples of ATM operations are maintenance of in-trail spacing and sequencing into arrival streams. For the experiment, the STAR format currently in use and two modified versions were used as the three procedural support levels given to the pilot.
Baseline

STAR.
This procedure showed the latitudes, longitudes, and altitudes of a series of waypoints the pilot was to follow along the arrival ( Figure  4 ). Other information such as distances between waypoints, radio frequencies, and airport locations were also shown.
STAR with Speed.
This format included the same information as the Baseline STAR with the addition of an expected speed associated with each waypoint, as shown in Figure 5 . The expected speeds associated with the sequence of waypoints that lead to the airport represent the normal deceleration profile on that arrival.
The expected speed is presented not as an ATC restriction, but rather as a rough estimate or recommendation for airspeed at a particular waypoint during average conditions along the arrival.
STAR with Speed and Merging
Path. This format shows the same information as 'STAR with Speed', as well as a depiction of the merging arrival.
In Figure  6 , the two arrival segments merge at the 'HARPY' intersection.
Secondary Experiment
The Figure  7 . It should be noted that the average separation values will be above 8 nm since separation at the start of the interval was 10 nm. shown in Figure 8 . 
